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Key points 
 

1. Iran is traditionally perceived as willing to negotiate over its nuclear program due to economic concerns. But it is 
also possible—though not certain—Tehran recognizes there might be practical constraints on the military and 
strategic value of a potential nuclear arsenal. 

2. At least initially, Iran’s nuclear capability would be significantly limited—in number of warheads and weapon yield—
compared to other established nuclear powers. These deficiencies could confine an Iranian bomb to a tool of last 
resort, rather than an instrument of active coercion. 

3. It will be difficult for Iran to expand the quality and yield of its warheads without taking overtly provocative steps 
like restarting its heavy water reactor at Arak or conducting nuclear testing. 

4. Iranian dependence on liquid-fueled missiles, like the Shahab-3, could affect its ability to reliably deliver a nuclear 
warhead. In the specific case of Israel, its robust missile defenses could make it even more difficult for Iran to strike 
with assurance. 

5. Iran crossing the nuclear threshold could negatively impact its security environment long term if it sparks additional 
countries in the Middle East to develop their own nuclear weapons. 

 

Why does Iran keep negotiating? 
 
Over the past fifteen years, Iran has repeatedly engaged in negotiations to limit its ability to acquire nuclear weapons.1 If all 
else was equal, why not pursue a nuclear weapon single-mindedly, without reservation? Iran is an advanced technological 
state, with a large body of indigenous talent and resources to draw on in pursuit of a nuclear device. Moreover, it is a state 
with few reliable allies, isolated, in many ways, within its own region. Despite its limited global reach, it has a first-tier rivalry 
with the world’s preeminent power, the United States, which maintains its own large nuclear arsenal and also has never 
hidden its animosity for the regime that has reigned in Tehran since the 1979 Islamic Revolution. 
 
Looked at dispassionately, Iran would seem an ideal candidate for nuclear weapons given its security needs and capacity for 
developing one. But its willingness to reenter negotiations on the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) with the 
Biden administration calls attention to the seeming ambiguity of Iranian intentions. 
 
Part of the answer, of course, is international efforts, including the JCPOA, helped create barriers to Iran obtaining the 
necessary material and technology its nuclear program requires. Active interventions—ranging from the U.S. Stuxnet 
cyberattack revealed in 2010 to Israel’s assassination of the longtime head of the Iranian nuclear program in early 2021—
also hurt Iran’s progress.2 But while these factor into the delays in Iran developing a bomb, they do not explain why Tehran 
might be willing to forswear one entirely. 
 
The main explanation usually proffered is Iran seeks the economic benefits of sanction relief. Others argue Iran is merely 
being disingenuous in diplomatic talks, seeking sanctions relief while planning to continue work on a bomb in secret. The 
former explanation is compelling given the dire state of Iran’s economy, while the latter argument can never be entirely 
disproved. 
 
But it is also possible Iran recognizes there would be limited security benefits to deploying nuclear weapons. This becomes 
somewhat clearer when several factors are examined in detail including the nature of Iran’s potential arsenal, the capabilities 
of other regional states (notably Israel), and possible unwanted consequences—such as additional proliferation within the 
region. 
 
As will be discussed below, the value of an Iranian bomb cannot be assessed in a vacuum; it is a variable that interacts with 
its surroundings in ways that offer benefits for Iran but also could entail significant costs. To be clear, the point of this 
analysis is not to argue that a nuclear Iran would be “no big deal.” Any expansion of the nuclear club is an extraordinarily 
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serious matter, let alone in the case of an authoritarian theocracy. But it is to suggest there may be military and strategic 
reasons Iran has hesitated in its nuclear development, beyond the more widely assumed economic benefits it would receive 
from sanctions relief. 
 

What would an Iranian nuclear capability look like? 
 
The type and number of nuclear weapons Iran possesses will have important implications for how they can be used. In this 
case, function will follow form. 
 
Iran has pursued nuclear weapons research in one form or the other, since at least the 1980s. But its path to a bomb has 
been fitful, with various stops and starts along the way.3 The predecessor to the current program, “Project Amad,” was halted 
unilaterally in late 2003.4 Documents from that project—some voluntarily turned over to the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA) and some captured by Israeli intelligence—provide insight into the size and capabilities of a potential Iranian 
nuclear arsenal.5 
 
The objective of Amad appeared to be the fielding of five nuclear fission bombs, each with a yield of approximately 10 
kilotons.6 By the standards of modern arsenals, five 10-kiloton bombs are relatively modest, although this is not to 
underestimate their significance. They would each be roughly equivalent to the “Little Boy” bomb dropped on Hiroshima, and 
it, obviously, was able to inflict extreme devastation when detonated over a densely populated city.7 But it is to put into 
context Iran’s potential arsenal compared to other countries, such as the United States, which features 1,800 operational 
weapons (with another 2,000 in reserve), some with yields in excess of 400 kilotons.8 
 
An important characteristic of the Iranian program is that it is based on highly enriched uranium (HEU), one of two 
substances capable of fueling a nuclear weapon. The other is plutonium, which Iran does not yet produce in weapons grade. 
The significance of this is two-fold. 
 
First, less plutonium is needed to make a nuclear weapon than the equivalent amount of HEU, roughly 4 kg compared to 12 
kg, respectively, for a basic bomb—although larger amounts could be required depending on the efficiency of the design.9 
Among other advantages, this allows for smaller warheads, more easily delivered by missile and at greater range. 
 
Second, although it is not necessarily required, plutonium is often used in the design of fusion warheads, also known as 
thermonuclear weapons. These are bombs that employ nuclear fission to trigger a second reaction in which atoms are 
forced together (as opposed to being split), creating exponentially more destructive energy than with fission alone.10 
 
The importance of Arak 
 
Iran does have the potential to produce plutonium at its heavy water reactor at Arak and at its light water reactor at Bushehr. 
Of the two, Arak is the much greater concern. Heavy water reactors are far more efficient at producing weapons-grade 
plutonium and do so to higher purity levels.11 One of the main contributions of the JCPOA was soliciting Iranian agreement 
to shut down Arak and restructure the facility in such a way as to preclude the generation of weapons-grade plutonium.12 
 
In March of this year, Tehran announced it had undertaken preparations to restart the reactor later in 2021.13 It is unclear 
whether the redesign of the site remains in effect, but a law passed in December 2020 by the Iranian parliament mandated 
reverting Arak to its original status.14 In its original configuration, Arak was estimated to generate enough weapons-grade 
plutonium for two bombs a year.15 A basic plutonium design—like the “Fat Man” device dropped on Nagasaki—would provide 
Iran a weapon with roughly twice the yield of an HEU bomb, or 20 kilotons.16 
 
A restart of Arak would also be important to weapons design for a second major reason: it could allow Iran to produce 
tritium. If Iran wants to significantly increase the yield of its weapons and also miniaturize them to facilitate missile delivery, 
it needs to do one of two things: either employ a boosting agent for basic fission weapons or develop a thermonuclear 
weapon. The latter option is technologically a tall order. India, for example, does not appear to have mastered this 
technology despite having had nuclear weapons since 1974, although North Korea might have done so.17 
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But even if a viable fusion design was in hand, Iran would still need the radioactive isotopes, tritium and deuterium, to 
construct a functioning device.18 While deuterium is readily available as a derivative of seawater, tritium can only be 
produced in certain types of nuclear reactors, including heavy water facilities, like Arak in its original configuration. 
 

Key Iranian nuclear facilities 

 
Iran’s most important nuclear site is arguably Arak. If restarted in its original heavy-water 

configuration, it would be capable of producing both weapons-grade plutonium and the boosting isotope 
tritium. Other important facilities include Natanz and Fordow, where Iran enriches uranium, and Isfahan, 

a research center and conversion site for uranium hexafluoride, a precursor to HEU. 
 
These same isotopes are also used as boosting agents for fission bombs, allowing for substantial increases in yield without 
the complexity of a thermonuclear design. The largest fission detonation ever—an estimated 400 kilotons—was achieved by 
the Soviet Union using tritium and deuterium in its so-called “layer cake” design in 1953.19 Iran is unlikely to build a device of 
this size, but it could use tritium to reduce the amount of fissile material needed in its weapons, creating smaller warheads 
while enhancing yields. 
 
Without tritium (and possibly plutonium), Iran would be confined to relatively rudimentary fission designs and limited yields. 
Iran could purchase tritium, but the isotope has a relatively short half-life, losing its potency after roughly 12 years and 
requiring replacement.20 Thus, without an indigenous source of tritium production, advanced boosting designs could not be 
guaranteed to remain viable over time. 
 
Reliability, survivability, and deliverability 
 
Simply assembling a bomb would not constitute an operational deterrent for Iran. Nuclear weapons must be at least three 
things to constitute an effective threat: reliable, survivable, and deliverable. Given the options for concealment presented by 
Iran’s terrain and physical size, it is plausible to posit that an Iranian nuclear weapon could be highly survivable against 
preemptive attack, particularly if there were more than one. However, more serious questions could be asked about an 
Iranian bomb’s reliability and the means to deliver it with assurance. 
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Eight of the nine current nuclear states developed their programs through the use of testing. The Soviet Union and United 
States in particular were prolific in the number of nuclear tests they performed during the early decades of their programs.21 
Recent entrants into the nuclear club, like Pakistan and North Korea, have been more selective in their tests, yet conducted 
them nonetheless. 
 
The outlier is Israel. However, in the early years of its nuclear program, Israel was able to draw on access to French nuclear 
testing data in designing its weapons, before the falling out in relations between the two countries 1967.22 Israel may also 
have, in fact, conducted one nuclear test, possibly in collaboration with South Africa in 1979, an episode sometimes known 
as the Vela Incident, after the U.S. spy satellite that detected it.23 
 
At some point, Iran is likely going to have to test as well. This particularly would be the case if it opts to move beyond basic 
fission designs to either boosted weapons or a thermonuclear weapon. This will present a dilemma for Tehran. Even an 
underground test cannot be concealed from U.S. and international seismic monitoring. Once Iran crosses that threshold, it 
will be clearly known. Among other results, it could make it far easier for the United States to organize renewed sanctions 
and other punitive measures within the international community in response. 
 
But more important, an Iranian test would open the door to possible military strikes on its nuclear infrastructure. At a 
minimum, attacks could be conducted—either by the United States or Israel—to destroy the Arak reactor, the source of Iran’s 
tritium and plutonium, and also possibly the Natanz and Fordow facilities, where Iran enriches uranium into HEU. 
 
This is not to argue that any of these sites would be easy targets. Natanz in particular is deep within Iranian territory and is a 
hardened, underground facility. There also would be difficult questions about the consequences of striking active nuclear 
reactors—in the case of Arak and Natanz—considering the potential for radioactive contamination of surrounding areas. 
 
But an action as provocative as a nuclear test could tip the balance against these concerns. In short, the consequences of a 
nuclear test easily could deprive Iran of the means to produce fissile material, confining it to whatever stocks it had on hand 
at the time of the test. 
 
Or Iran could decide not to test. For more advanced designs, this would be extremely risky. While computer modeling offers 
important tools to weapons designers, the complexities of nuclear devices still necessitate practical experimentation to 
validate a weapon will work as intended. Otherwise, Iranian leaders could be faced with a situation where they order nuclear 
use—with all the attendant negative consequences that could incur—without true certainty the weapon will detonate 
properly. They essentially would be gambling their country on a theory. 
 
The one possible exception to this could be if Iran opted for a certain type of fission bomb. HEU “gun injection” designs are 
75-year-old technology and highly reliable.24 That said, the captured Project Amad documents showed Tehran was pursuing 
a more complex implosion HEU design prior to 2003, rather than gun injection.25 Part of the reason might be that implosion 
warheads can be much smaller than gun injection models, presenting a lighter load for potential delivery systems.26 As with 
a plutonium device, the optimal approach would be to validate an HEU implosion design through an actual test. 
 
The limitations of the Iranian air force 
 
Another hallmark of traditional nuclear programs is to initially pursue an air-dropped weapon as the initial means of delivery. 
Iran is unlikely to follow this path. On paper, Iran would seem to have an impressive air force, with some 300 planes of 
various types, including several U.S. designs, which constitute almost two-thirds of its force structure.27 But these aircraft—
including F-14 Tomcats and F-4 Phantoms—are in their fifth decade of service, having been procured by the Shah’s regime 
prior to the 1979 revolution.28 Open-source estimates, like The Military Balance, suggest that perhaps 60 percent of Iran’s 
U.S.-made planes are still operational, but even that figure might be optimistic.29 More important, most of these aircraft were 
not designed to deliver nuclear weapons, including the Tomcat, which was never used in a nuclear role by the United States. 
 
The same can be said of Iran’s small force of MiG-29 fighters, which it purchased from Russia in the 1990s. Arguably Iran’s 
most advanced aircraft, the MiG-29s are optimized for air-to-air interdiction against other planes, not for dropping ordnance. 
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Iran does operate Su-24 tactical bombers—including multiple planes confiscated from Iraq during the 1991 Gulf War—and 
they would be one possible mode of air delivery along with the Phantom, which was once assigned the U.S. nuclear mission. 
But it seems unlikely Iran would be willing to trust one of a small supply of nuclear weapons to these airframes. They have 
no stealth characteristics and would face advanced fighter aircraft and air defenses if they attempted to deploy a bomb 
against one of the states of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), where the United States bases the bulk of its forces in the 
Middle East.30 An Iranian F-4 or Su-24’s ability to successfully penetrate Israeli defenses is even more suspect. 
 
Iran’s main challenge: Reliable missile delivery 
 
Almost certainly, Iran would instead follow North Korea’s example and move straight to missile delivery as the primary 
means of nuclear employment. For all intents and purposes, missiles already are Iran’s air force, at least in terms of 
projecting force outside its own airspace. Moreover, as the retaliatory strikes launched in response to the killing of Qassem 
Soleimani illustrate, Iran has made impressive strides in the quality of its weapons. But these attacks also highlight an 
important challenge Iran will face in attempting to employ a nuclear-capable missile. 
 
Although there remains some debate on the matter, the strikes against the Ain al-Asad and Erbil bases in Iraq appeared to 
employ variants of both the Fateh solid-fueled missile and the Qiam liquid-fueled missile.31 The Fateh variant, perhaps the 
Zolfaghar, performed better than expected, demonstrating a new level of accuracy.32 The Qiam variants that reached their 
target also appeared more accurate than anticipated.33 But several Iranian missiles—four out of sixteen according to the 
Department of Defense—failed in flight.34 Early reports indicated these were liquid-fueled Qiam variants, with four of five 
aimed at Erbil crashing short of their targets.35 
 

Estimated range of the Shahab-3 ballistic missile 

 
Iran’s principal means of nuclear delivery is likely to be the Shahab-3 liquid-fueled ballistic missile. 

 
Regardless of the exact mix of systems used, it is important to recognize Iranian missiles overall had a 25 percent failure 
rate. And that figure might be considerably higher for just the liquid-fueled systems, if, in fact, it was the Qiam variants that 
malfunctioned. 
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This assessment is important to a potential Iranian nuclear capability because the missile Iran would most likely use to 
deliver a nuclear warhead—especially against Israel—would be the Shahab-3, a liquid-fueled medium-range ballistic missile 
(MRBM) that is a copy of the North Korean Nodong.36 Having its primary delivery vehicle be liquid-fueled adds another layer 
of risk to successful nuclear employment. 
 
Obviously, there is no guarantee the Shahab-3 would not perform as expected, but as the attacks on Ain al-Asad and Erbil 
illustrate, there is also reason to question if its reliability would be 100 percent, particularly at the outer limits of its range. 
Would even a 5 or 10 percent failure rate be acceptable for a country with a very limited number of warheads? 
 
Developing a solid-fueled missile capable of delivering a warhead throughout the Middle East would increase the reliability 
(and response time) of Iran’s nuclear forces.37 Iran appeared to be making progress in this area during the 2000s, with the 
development of the Sejjil solid-fueled MRBM, but work on the system apparently faltered around 2011. The Sejjil was 
presumed abandoned until it reappeared in January 2021 and was reportedly launched during military exercises. Its status 
beyond that test is unclear.38 
 
There are additional considerations with respect to reliable delivery. Although the Project Amad documents show Iran had 
begun working on the problem of mating a nuclear warhead to a missile, there remain important technological challenges to 
master.39 First, the warhead design must be capable of withstanding the intense temperature changes and stresses of 
ballistic missile flight.40 Second, the bomb also must detonate at an optimum height to maximize the effects of a blast. A 
weapon that detonates too high can dissipate much of its destructive energy, while a blast at ground level also decreases its 
destructive power (or could even damage the warhead on impact, rendering it a radioactive dud.) This process of correctly 
“fuzing” a warhead is another step that will delay the transition from Iran assembling a viable nuclear bomb to it having an 
actual operational capability. 
 
The characteristics of an Iranian deterrent 
 
What then does the foregoing say about the nature of a possible Iranian nuclear capability? First, it is likely limited to basic 
fission bombs and yields in the neighborhood 10 kilotons, unless Iran is willing to take the provocative step of restarting 
Arak and the even more inflammatory act of testing advanced nuclear designs. Second, it would be reliant, at least initially, 
on liquid-fueled missiles for delivery—which entail some risk of inflight failure—until such time as a solid-fueled system is in 
the field, with adequate range and throw-weight. Third, numbers would be in the low single digits, likely with warheads 
dispersed throughout the country for survivability, rather than on immediate standby at a fixed location. 
 
Iran’s would be a force largely optimized for defensive purposes, to either deter or punish an attempt at invasion. To be clear, 
“defensive” should not be conflated with “benign.” Defensive use could include retaliatory threats against large civilian 
populations—most prominently, Israel’s. 
 

How would Iranian nuclear forces compare to the Israeli deterrent? 
 
Israel is arguably the main object of Iranian nuclear planning for two reasons. The first is its close political and security 
relationship with the United States, which makes it an ideal surrogate absent Iran’s ability to threaten the United States 
directly. Beyond this, Israel is, in its own right, one of Iran’s two main regional rivals, along with Saudi Arabia. 
 
Iran’s ability to credibly threaten Israel with nuclear weapons is thus a prime measure of how valuable Tehran’s arsenal 
would be to it. But such an assessment does not take place in a vacuum. Israel’s ability to counter Iranian threats and inflict 
retaliation, if necessary, also must be weighed. Israeli strategic capabilities—to include non-nuclear assets like missile 
defenses—therefore must figure into calculations on the utility of an Iranian bomb. 
 
Israeli nuclear weapons 
 
Israel has been a nuclear power since the late 1960s, although it has never officially declared itself to be so.41 This reticence 
has led to a fair amount of speculation—and even mystique—around the Israeli nuclear program. This confounds efforts to 
accurately assess it and, in some cases, perhaps has led to its exaggeration. Still, a clear-eyed reading of Israeli nuclear 
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capabilities and (just as important) the means for delivering them illustrates Israel has vastly superior nuclear forces than 
what Iran would field. 
 
Responsible estimates peg Israel’s nuclear inventory at about 90 weapons, though it might have the fissile reserves to 
produce twice that amount if it chose to do so.42 Israel is known to have access to tritium—and may be constructing a new 
production facility for the isotope at Dimona—which implies it has at least boosted fission bombs.43 There has been 
conjecture Israel also has thermonuclear weapons or possibly enhanced radiation weapons (ERW), better known as the 
neutron bomb. But claims regarding thermonuclear devices and ERW have never been substantiated.44 
 

Comparison of strategic capabilities 

 
 
There is a remarkable dearth of information in the public sphere on potential yields of Israeli nuclear weapons. However, 
some figures can be derived from conjecture concerning other “second tier” nuclear powers. For example, India’s arsenal is 
estimated to include fission bombs with yields of 40 kilotons and that is a reasonable lower baseline for Israeli capabilities.45 
But it is possible Israel could have more sophisticated designs and 100 kilotons seems plausible as a notional upper 
baseline for bounding the yield of Israel’s boosted fission weapons. If, in fact, Israel has a thermonuclear weapon, yields 
could be significantly higher. For example, in 2017, North Korea is believed to have tested a fusion device with an output 
between 140 and 280 kilotons.46 
 
The foregoing are simply educated guesses about Israeli yields and, in particular, there is no hard evidence of a 
thermonuclear capability. Whatever their exact potency, Israeli nuclear warheads are substantially more powerful than what 
Iran will have in its inventory and far more numerous. 
 
Israeli delivery systems 
 
Israel also trumps Iran in a second essential area: deliverability. Israel is thought to have an air-delivery capability based on 
either its F-15s, which has previously been assigned the nuclear mission by the United States, or its F-16s, which is assigned 
a nuclear role by some NATO countries.47 Israel also operates the stealthy F-35, which is currently undergoing certification 
for the nuclear role in the United States.48 
 
But if it came to nuclear employment against Iran, Israel is likely to rely on its missile capabilities. Since the mid-1980s, it has 
operated the solid-fueled Jericho 2 missile, which is able to range most of western Iran, although not Tehran itself.49 In 2011, 
this capability was substantially augmented with the introduction of the Jericho 3—which has the ability to cover all of Iran 
and can reach as far east as Pakistan and as far north as Moscow.50 The Jericho 3 affords Israel the type of reliable, quick-
launch capability Iran simply does not have. Israel bases its Jericho missiles at Sdot Micha, with estimates on numbers 
ranging from 25 to 50 missiles.51 
 
Israel is also sometimes said to have a nuclear-armed submarine-launched cruise missile (SLCM) for its small fleet of 
Dolphin diesel-electric submarines. However, as with thermonuclear weapons, it is unclear if this capability exists. The 
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premise for the rumor seems to be a request from the Israeli government in the 1990s to the Clinton administration, asking 
to buy the nuclear-capable version of the Tomahawk SLCM. The request was denied and there is no firm evidence of Israel 
developing its own SLCM indigenously.52 
 

Location of key Israeli strategic facilities 

 
Israel’s nuclear arsenal is both larger and more potent than what Iran would initially field. It also 

features a reliable means of missile delivery in the solid-fueled Jericho 3. Israel has another critical 
advantage–robust active missile defenses like the Arrow 2 and 3 systems. 

 
Israeli active defenses 
 
Israel has a third essential advantage over Iran: active defenses which afford it the ability to shoot down incoming missiles. 
Israel is protected by a layered architecture of four systems, perhaps the most famous of which is the Iron Dome. But the 
Iron Dome, as well as another system known as David’s Sling, are designed for shorter range threats and would not have the 
capability to engage a medium-range missile like the Shahab-3. However, the other two layers do: Arrow 2 and Arrow 3.53 
 
The former is a rough analog in capability to the U.S. Terminal High Altitude Air Defense (THAAD) system, while the latter is 
an even more advanced system with the range and ability to engage targets outside the earth’s atmosphere. Arrow 3 is 
actually capable of countering missiles with even greater range than the Shahab-3, although it would also have the ability to 
engage that system too. In fact, Arrow 3 appears to have been tested against a simulated Shahab-3 at a U.S. range in Alaska 
two years ago.54 
 
Israel currently deploys two batteries of Arrow 2 at Palmachim and Ein Shemer and one battery of Arrow 3 at Tal Shahar.55 
The Israeli Arrow systems are supported by a series of radars, known as Green Pine, but the United States also deploys one 
of its powerful X-band radars, the AN/TPY-2, on Mount Keren in the Negev Desert. While it is unclear if Israeli missile 
defenses receive data directly from the AN/TPY-2, it can still provide advanced notification of attack, perhaps affording 
Israel as much as six to seven additional minutes of warning of an incoming missile strike from Iran beyond Israel’s own 
detection capabilities.56 The X-band radar also would facilitate the deployment of a THAAD battery to reinforce Arrow 2 and 
Arrow 3 during a crisis; the United States demonstrated its ability to do so by deploying THAAD to Israel in March 2019.57 
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Of course, missile defenses should never be taken as foolproof. Too often, they are mistaken as conveying force-field like 
invulnerability. In truth, missile defenses are not built with perfection in mind. For example, traditionally, U.S. missile defense 
are believed to be engineered with intended reliability between 80 and 90 percent, and this seems a reasonable estimate for 
the intended effectiveness of THAAD and its Israeli counterparts.58 The ability to fire multiple rounds can improve upon this 
number by boosting the probability a second or third shot will succeed where a first might fail. Having redundant layers of 
capabilities—as Israel would—also enhances the odds of success. But there are also questions about how these systems 
will perform under real world conditions. 
 
Do the “factory settings” of 80 to 90 percent effectiveness hold up under wartime conditions? Unfortunately, that question 
probably can never be answered short of an actual conflict. But it would seem reasonable to postulate actual performance 
might not be as intended. What if effectiveness is closer to 50 or 60 percent? That could essentially turn the equation into a 
coin toss on successful nuclear delivery by Iran. 
 
As sobering as that thought is, the advantage for Israel is the Iranian leadership also must contemplate these percentages—
along with any lingering doubts as to the reliability of its own missile—and assess the chances of successfully completing a 
nuclear strike. There could be no worse outcome for Tehran than to launch a nuclear weapon and have it either fail or be 
interdicted. It would invite the worst possible consequences of nuclear attack, without actually inflicting any of the intended 
damage. Looked at from that perspective, Israeli active defenses have inherent deterrent value, even if their potential 
performance may not be as flawless as hoped. 
 
No winners: Simulating an Iran-Israel nuclear exchange 
 
Carefully parsing the Iran-Israel nuclear balance is important because it says much about how much coercive power Tehran 
would have with respect to Israel and, by extension, the United States if Iran crosses the nuclear threshold. The technical 
limits of Iran’s likely nuclear force carry implications for its practical utility. 
 
The disparity in weapons yield, for example, is not merely an academic concern. It has implications for the destructiveness 
of weapons and that potency, in turn, has consequences for how a state’s nuclear arsenal is perceived, to include 
assessments of a government’s true willingness to use it. 
 
NUKEMAP is an open-source tool for simulating the effects of nuclear blasts, developed by the nuclear historian Alex 
Wellerstein, based on open-source formulas developed to assess weapons impacts during the Cold War.59 By using 
NUKEMAP to simulate strikes on Tel Aviv and Tehran, the importance of Israel’s superiority in weapon yield quickly becomes 
evident. (Tel Aviv is used here given the potential questions nuclear targeting of Jerusalem would raise for Iran, including the 
city’s significance to Islam and its large Muslim population.) 
 
Notional attacks by Iran on Tel Aviv utilizing a 10-kiloton HEU bomb produce 77,480 Israeli deaths with 142,120 wounded.60 
A simulated Iranian attack with a 20-kiloton plutonium device would kill 105,660 Israelis and wound 180,180.61 In contrast, 
an Israeli attack on Tehran with a 40-kiloton bomb would kill an estimated 358,950 and wound 866,230.62 If Israel does have 
a more capable warhead, Iranian deaths go up even further. Using 100-kilotons as a notional yield, Israel would kill 565,520 
Iranians in Tehran, with over 1.2 million wounded.63 
 
For comparison purposes, a U.S. attack on Tehran with a single W88—the warhead carried by the submarine-launched 
Trident D-5 missile—could kill a staggering 1.2 million, while wounding an estimated 2.2 million Iranians.64 And Tridents carry 
up to five W88s per missile.65 
 
To be absolutely clear, the point of this assessment is not to argue by some Strangelovian logic that Israel would somehow 
“win” such an exchange by “only” losing 77,000 citizens compared to much higher Iranian fatalities. There would be no 
winners—only wholesale death. 
 
Rather it is to suggest Iran must also contemplate the exorbitant consequences of retaliation. Losing hundreds of thousands 
of its own people—perhaps in multiple cities, with total fatalities eventually reaching into the millions—is not some 
theoretical concern but a practical break on how reckless Tehran can be with nuclear weapons if it does develop them. 
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Estimated casualties for nuclear strikes on Tel Aviv and Tehran 

 
All simulations assume an airburst of 1,650 feet. Iranian yields based on historic output of basic HEU 
and plutonium designs. Israeli yields are speculative, representing a range of potential outputs with 

boosted fission devices. The U.S. W88 is carried by the submarine-launched Trident D5 missile. 
 
While it is easy to resort to crude caricatures of “mad ayatollahs,” in truth, Iran has traditionally been circumspect in avoiding 
actions that leave it open to direct retaliation, often working through proxies and other third parties to achieve objectives. 
Rarely does it risk clear attribution, as in the case of the Soleimani retaliation. More than likely, Iranian nuclear employment 
would be most credible when it was facing an existential threat, and the alternatives to nuclear use were equally unpalatable. 
This presents Iranian nuclear weapons as options of last resort, rather than as viable coercive tools. 
 
How much would nuclear weapons enhance Iranian influence? 
 
The narrow functionality of an Iranian deterrent affects whether nuclear weapons would enhance Iranian regional prestige 
and influence. Traditionally, status has been seen as a prime benefit of entry into the nuclear club. Notably, this was the 
original driving motivation for China under Mao Zedong to acquire nuclear weapons.66 But do nuclear weapons still have the 
same cache in a world with an increasing number of nuclear states and in which there are clear tiers of nuclear powers, 
some with far more capable arsenals than others? 
 
If Iran could spontaneously produce 25 boosted fission weapons with yields of 50 kilotons, deliverable by road-mobile solid-
fueled missiles capable of striking Tel Aviv, the utility of its nuclear forces looks very different. But since Iran cannot do so, 
its capabilities must be evaluated as they would actually emerge. Given the small nuclear force it would yield, it is not clear 
nuclear weapons would enhance Iran’s regional standing—unless it significantly expanded the capabilities of its warheads 
and delivery systems. 
 
Consider the utility of an Iranian bomb against the non-nuclear GCC states. What is Iran’s leverage unless it can credibly 
threaten to employ one of a handful of nuclear weapons over potentially mundane geopolitical disputes? For example, if the 
UAE fails to recognize Iran’s ownership of the Greater and Lesser Tunb Islands, does Tehran threaten to level Dubai? Few are 
likely to believe Iran would risk international opprobrium and deplete its small arsenal simply to legitimize a minor territorial 
claim. 
 
In fact, Iran already has significant means of issuing believable threats against regional states via its network of non-state 
proxies and due to its conventionally armed missile force. Either of these are more “useful” than nuclear weapons in 
implementing policy precisely because they are correctly perceived as something Iran might actually employ. 
 
Calculations can change if it is a matter of extreme importance—for example, U.S. access to Gulf bases for conventional 
strikes on Iran. In such a context, the Iranian threat carries greater weight because the stakes are far higher. But here threats 
of Iranian use are undercut by the prospect of retaliation, particularly if U.S. troops would be killed in a potential Iranian 
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nuclear strike. Even more so than with Israel, Iran would be at an extreme disadvantage in a nuclear exchange with the 
United States, which possesses the means to level every major city in Iran several times over. 
 
Thus, a threat of nuclear use would also be questionable in such a scenario, unless the conventional strikes on Iran were of 
such intensity they posed a legitimate threat to the regime’s survival—i.e., it had no alternative to nuclear use because it was 
facing existential defeat anyway. But this, again, casts an Iranian deterrent not as an active tool of coercive statecraft, but 
rather as a last-ditch measure in the face of cataclysmic defeat. 
 
Today, Iran is largely inoculated against physical invasion, the scenario where it most likely would resort to nuclear use. The 
U.S. ouster of Saddam Hussein in 2003 removed one of the main threats of territorial aggression against Iran. And the 
experience of the ensuing eighteen years created conditions where it is next-to-impossible to imagine Iraq allowing its 
territory to be used by the United States for a land attack on Iran, one that might require the reintroduction of perhaps 
100,000 or more U.S. ground troops. 
 
Similarly, the growing gap between Washington and Ankara argues strongly against Turkey being used to support a land 
attack into Iran.67 Without either Iraqi or Turkish territory, viable scenarios for ground invasion of Iran become extremely 
difficult to conceptualize.68 The one instance where Iran would most need its nuclear weapons appears to be among the 
least likely to occur. 
 

Would other states go nuclear in response to Iran? 
 
Saudi officials have been unabashed in asserting the kingdom would seek its own nuclear capability if Iran crosses the 
threshold.69 This has stoked longstanding fears of a so-called “cascade of proliferation” in which additional states opt to 
pursue a bomb in response to a single act of nuclear proliferation.70 Turkey and Egypt are frequently cited as candidates to 
follow this path, with Algeria being another country of concern should Iran and then Saudi Arabia field nuclear weapons.71 
 
None of these states is positioned to quickly make the leap to a nuclear weapons capability.72 Excepting Algeria, they do not 
even possess operational reactors at this point.73 Most would also need to develop effective delivery means as none 
currently operates stealthy aircraft or missiles with sufficient range and capability to deliver a nuclear warhead throughout 
the Middle East. 
 
Saudi Arabia might be an exception if reports are true it purchased DF-21 medium-range missiles from China in 2007.74 The 
DF-21 would give Riyadh a powerful, solid-state missile designed by China to carry both conventional and nuclear 
warheads.75 Riyadh also appears to be exploring domestic means to produce ballistic missiles.76 
 
In general, though, Saudi Arabia’s nuclear prospects are overstated—at least in the short term. Specifically, the possibility of 
Pakistan transferring complete nuclear devices to Saudi Arabia in exchange for past financial support is likely exaggerated.77 
More useful to Riyadh could be its cooperation with China to identify uranium ore deposits and to set up a processing facility 
for converting ore into yellowcake, a precursor to HEU.78 However, even these steps are still a long way from a threshold 
nuclear capability.79 
 
That said, what should concern Iran is the long-term prospect of the Middle East developing into a region of multiple nuclear 
states. Iran might be the early leader in such an arms race (excepting Israel), but would have limited means to stop other 
determined regional states from pursuing nuclear weapons. This posits Iran having to continually invest in its nuclear 
capabilities and delivery systems to remain ahead of its neighbors in the decades ahead. 
 
All of which returns to the question of whether there is a true net gain for Iranian security by going nuclear. If Iran is 
seemingly fortified against physical invasion, does it make sense to add in the extra security guarantee of nuclear 
capabilities, should those weapons in turn lead to additional nuclear powers in the Middle East? 
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Conclusion 
 
States do not always act in accordance with the logic of outside observers. It is impossible to ensure the Iranian leadership 
has absorbed the calculations discussed in this paper and clearly sees the constraints that would bound the utility of a small 
nuclear arsenal of low-yield bombs. But Tehran’s engagement with the diplomatic process suggests that perhaps the Iranian 
leadership does understand the limitations its nuclear forces would face. 
 
A contrast can be drawn with a state like North Korea, whose regime likely will never surrender its nuclear weapons because 
it believes (perhaps correctly) they are what ensures its ultimate survival. But the Islamic regime in Tehran has other paths 
open to it and has shown itself surprisingly resilient over the past four decades without nuclear weapons. At the same time, 
acquiring nuclear weapons could invite existential threats that otherwise might not exist in Iran’s case. 
 
None of this is to suggest Iran be blindly trusted. Compliance with a renewed JCPOA would need to be carefully monitored, 
with no more important aspect than the status of Arak and its ability to produce tritium or weapons-grade plutonium. It 
simply is to argue there may be reasons beyond economic incentives Iran could choose to forego nuclear weapons. Whether 
that translates into re-entry into the JCPOA, of course, remains to be seen. 
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